Email-based activity management systems promise to give users better tools for managing increasing volumes of email, by organizing email according to a user's activities. Current activity management systems do not automatically classify incoming messages by the activity to which they belong, instead relying on simple heuristics (such as message threads), or asking the user to manually classify incoming messages as belonging to an activity. This paper presents several algorithms for automatically recognizing emails as part of an ongoing activity. Our baseline methods are the use of message reply-to threads to determine activity membership and a naïve Bayes classifier. Our SimSubset and SimOverlap algorithms compare the people involved in an activity against the recipients of each incoming message. Our SimContent algorithm uses IRR (a variant of latent semantic indexing) to classify emails into activities using similarity based on message contents. An empirical evaluation shows that each of these methods provide a significant improvement to the baseline methods. In addition, we show that a combined approach that votes the predictions of the individual methods performs better than each individual method alone.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of activity-centric research is to provide tools for people to manage their activities more effectively. We view activities as a representation of collaborative work practice. Activities involve a set of people, who may each play difPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ferent roles in the activity (e.g., the coordinator vs. participants). Activities often have state (e.g., completed vs. in-progress). They typically have a goal (e.g., producing a report or making a decision), and they might contain formal or informal processes for reaching that goal. Activities may be related to other activities in ways such as composition (one activity being a part of another) or dependency (one activity must be completed before another can proceed). Examples of activities include: organizing a conference, reviewing papers, purchasing equipment, managing candidate interviews, and making design decisions, for example.
Several activity-centric systems have emerged recently [5, 17, 7, 16] . Most of these systems have focused on the crossapplication nature of activities, and provide a means to gather together an activity's documents, emails, people, chat transcripts, and related information into a single view, so that when working on the activity, all of the artifacts related to that activity are near at hand.
At the same time, email has become the primary communications mechanism for people to coordinate collaborative work [8, 23] , particularly as workplaces are distributed across multiple geographies. Yet despite email's importance, none of the activity systems to date provide a compelling story for integrating email with activity management. Our goal in this research is to provide better tools for people to manage activities more effectively, focusing on email as the medium people use to communicate about activities.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of classifying emails into activities, in order to automatically populate activities with the emails related to them. Our approach leverages two characteristics of activities: the observation that activities connect groups of people together and the observation that activity-related email tends to center around particular topics. In addition, we have found that a combined approach, which votes together the predictions of the base models, can perform better than each individual model alone, resulting in 93% overall accuracy and an F-measure of 0.81 on a dataset of 1146 emails.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
• The SimSubset and SimOverlap algorithms for email activity classification that compare the people involved in an activity against the recipients of a message;
• The SimContent algorithm for email activity classifica-tion based on content similarity using iterative residual rescaling [2] , a form of latent semantic indexing [6] ;
• An empirical evaluation of our algorithms showing that each one performs better than baseline approaches of either message threads or a naïve Bayes classifier; and
• Empirical evidence showing that a simple voting method for combining the results of the individual algorithms performs better than each algorithm alone.
PRIOR WORK
Classifying email into activities is conceptually similar to the traditional problem of email classification. Most work in email classification has focused either on spam detection [19, 20] or automated foldering [21, 1, 12] . The vast majority of email classification systems have employed text classification techniques such as naïve Bayes, rule learners, and support vector machines. Our work is different from traditional email classification in a number of ways. First, most assume that the set of folders is static and known ahead of time (with the notable exception of SwiftFile [21] ), whereas we are investigating the more challenging problem where the set of class labels (activities) grows over time. Second, most email classification systems examine only the words in the message body and headers to predict its folder classification. Since our focus is on activities, which involve features such as a set of people with specific roles to play, rather than folders, which are only collections of messages, we can leverage activity-specific features in order to improve performance. Finally, foldering often assumes every message is placed in a folder, whereas in our data we have found that the vast majority of emails are not part of a managed activity.
A few email classification systems go beyond message content in classifying email. For example, Kiritchenko et al [11] mine temporal patterns in email such as the fact that messages to a mailing list all tend to arrive at the same time.
Based on their results, we plan to leverage temporal patterns in activity-related email in the future. As another example, emailSift [1] uses subgraph detection to find patterns that characterize all the messages in a folder, to build a model of the folder. We imagine applying their techniques to characterizing the email associated with an activity.
Recent research has investigated challenges in activityoriented email. Kushmerick et al [13] examined email activities that represented structured business processes such as purchasing books online, and reverse-engineered the structure of processes by learning them from representative email transactions. While those techniques worked well for fairly structured activities, this work addresses the more general problem of less-structured activities that are not necessarily generated by formal business processes.
Khoussainov et al [10] inferred relationships amongst messages in less-structured activities. However they assume a batch-processing model in which activities are to be discovered within an archive of past messages; in contrast, here we attack the more challenging problem of tracking an evolving set of activities as they unfold. Similarly, others have attempted to discover activities in a user's inbox using clustering [9, 22] . However, these systems are not dynamic. In contrast, we build and evaluate our models in a way that better approximates real-world, ongoing usage rather than a one time clustering. Others have explored activity-oriented systems that help users manage their workload more effectively. For instance, Bellotti's Taskmaster system [3] enhances an email client to function as a task management system. It assumes as a starting point a correspondance of tasks to message threads. In our work we have found that this does not sufficiently capture the entire activity. Muller's ActivityExplorer system [17] enables people to collaborate around shared artifacts, but does not integrate collaboration with email, despite the observations made by many email researchers [23] that email is used extensively for collaboration and activity management.
Finally, semantic email, in which an email message contains an embedded query allowing a system to process the message as part of a larger task, pursues the same goals as our system [15] . Our projects are complementary in that semantic email seeks to utilize existent meta-data while we attempt to generate meta-data given the emails. Even if semantic email applications are adopted, however, they will still need to interact with legacy systems and this is where a system such as ours could prove useful.
EMAIL-BASED ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT
In order to motivate our work on email activity classification, in this section we describe several different user interfaces we have prototyped to illustrate the benefit of integrating email with activities. Figure 1 shows an extension to the Thunderbird email client that displays an activites pane in the lower-left corner. Each activity in this display can contain a set of email messages and a set of people involved in the activity; in the future, this representation could incorporate documents (such as mail attachments), instant messaging transcripts, and other artifacts that may be related to an activity.
Activity pane
The pane shows all the activities that involve both the current user and the sender of the currently-selected email message. The activity list is prioritized by relevance, using the SimOverlap metric described later in this paper; activities whose members are most similar to the set of recipients in the message are displayed at top of the list. A new activity can be created by right-clicking on an email message. The user is prompted to enter the name and description of the activity, and the set of people involved in the activity; the name and people are automatically extracted from the subject and recipients of the target email. New messages can be associated with an activity by dragging and dropping them onto the activity pane.
Activities are published to a central server, and every participant in an activity will see the activity displayed in her activity pane when relevant. Shared activities are a collaborative artifact: any changes to an activity are made visible to all members of the activity. Thus all participants share responsibility for updating the activity, and all members benefit from the organizational work of other members. We have implemented this interface in Thunderbird, and it is currently in use by a handful of researchers.
While the contextual activity pane automatically displays all activities that may be relevant to a particular selected message, the system does not automatically associate messages with activities. Currently this is only accomplished manually though drag-and-drop. In order to build up a more complete view of the email exchanges that contribute to an activity, users must collectively expend a lot of effort to manually associate messages with activities. This paper addresses this problem of automatically classifying messages into activities. The algorithms we have developed here could be used to extend this prototype to automatically populate activities with relevant messages.
Activity inbox and Activity manager
One of our future research goals is given a set of messages in an activity, automatically extract the structure of that activity. For example, an activity might include a formalized process, so the structure could include the steps in the process as well as the user's current state in completing that process. Alternatively, an activity might have a submission deadline, with messages leading up to that deadline acquiring more importance. The vision is to provide activity-centric tools rather than message-centric tools, and let users manage activities as a whole, rather than individual mail messages. Figure 2 shows a conceptual UI for email-based activity management. Suppose that instead of checking one's email inbox for new messages, one could check one's activity inbox to see what has happened on each activity since the last time it was checked. This interface groups messages together by activity, and shows that (for example) there is action on one of the "patent" activities and one of the "PBC" activities.
The colored-dot diagrams show a finite-state-machine representation of the structure of each activity; the light grey dot shows where the new message occurred, within the context of the rest of the activity. Figure 3 shows a third activity-centric email client. It models activities as instances of finite-state process models in which messages correspond to transitions between states [13] . This model is general enough to handle both structured computer-human activities (e.g., e-commerce transactions) and informal human-human activities (e.g., meeting scheduling, collaborative document editing). This client seemlessly integrates both ends of this spectrum: the algorithm of [13] is used to automatically label structured activities ("message 1 is an order confirmation", "message 2 is a delay notification"), and the algorithm of [10] is used to label informal activities with speech acts [4] ("message 1 is a meeting request", "message 2 is a meeting confirmation and a commitment to send an updated document").
As these examples show, our larger goal is to infer structure from the unstructured email that make up these activities, and to build tools that make this structure accessible to users to help them manage their activities more effectively. As manually categorizing messages is tedious and infeasible given the volumes of email users receive, automated email activity classification is the first step towards this goal.
EMAIL ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION
All of the UIs described in the previous section would benefit from a system that can identify, given a new message, which activity it belongs to. Thus, we define the email activity classification problem as follows:
Given a set of existing activities A = A1, A2, ..., AN , the null activity , and a message M , output a probability distribution P over activities such that P i∈A∪{ } P (i|M ) = 1. Note that this is an incremental learning problem -the set of class labels can (and will) change over time as new activities are created by the user. However, at a particular point in time, the classifier is only expected to be able to predict activities that have previously been created. The intent is that is a distinguished activity label meaning the message is not associated with any activity. 
Experimental methodology
Our evaluation was designed to simulate a single user's experience with an activity management system. We assume that messages are received sequentially in temporal order. According to our model of system usage, when a user sees the first message that defines a new activity, she creates a new activity and associates that message with the activity. The user will then expect the system to correctly identify and associate any further activity-related messages. This model leads us to an incremental online learning evaluation.
We evaluate our system using a corpus of 1146 email messages gathered from one user's email account, of which 149 were labeled with the activity to which they belonged.
1 The corpus spanned a period of 90 days. Since activities were manually labeled, we assume that the labels are correct but not complete; that is, messages that have an activity label have the correct label, but not all messages that belong to an activity may have been labelled as such. A total of 27 distinct activities were identified, ranging in size from one to 38 messages. Examples of activities included organizing an event at a conference, reviewing papers for a workshop, planning a visit to a university, brainstorming about new features to include in an upcoming product, ordering ergonomic equipment, and interviewing a job candidate.
We designed the following experimental methodology. First we sort the messages in temporal order, simulating the order in which the user sees them. We assume that messages not marked as belonging to any activity are labelled with an explicit "no activity" label (i.e., the null activity). For each message, the system predicts which activity this message belongs to, including the null activity. We then incrementally train the classifier with this message, and repeat on each remaining message. One exception to this rule is the first labelled message of every activity; it would be impossible for the system to correctly predict the label on these messages because it has never seen an instance of that activity before. We expect the user to manually identify each new activity as it starts. So in our experiment, we detect the first message of each activity, assume that the user has intentionally labelled it, and do not test on this message.
Depending on how the classifier will be employed in an actual system, the straightforward approach of measuring accuracy does not always represent the quality of a user's experience with the system. Table 1 shows a confusion matrix that categorizes different errors the system can make.
If the message is not part of an activity, our system can either label the message as no-activity, or as belonging to some activity. The former is correct, the latter is incorrect. If the message actually belongs to activity A, our system 1 While in the general case messages may belong to multiple activities, we leave that as a topic for future work. may either incorrectly predict no-activity, correctly predict activity A, or incorrectly predict activity B.
For instance, a recommendation-style UI might present a ranked list of the top 3 predicted activities given a message, and have the user explicitly select one of them. (This is the UI paradigm used in SwiftFile [21] .) In this type of UI, the number of false positives (cell B) is largely irrelevant because if the system predicts an activity for a message that the user does not want to associate with an activity, she can ignore the prediction with no harm. On the other hand, false negative errors (cell C) are much more expensive for the user to recover from, because it means she cannot simply associate the message with one of system's predicted activities, but must instead browse the complete list of activities in order to locate the correct one.
The recommendation accuracy of a system measures how useful it is at recommending the correct activity from a list of N activities. We define the recommendation accuracy of a system Accrec,N = D D+E in terms of Table 1 , where N is the number of recommended activities. For example, Accrec,1 is the accuracy when the system only recommends a single activity, and Accrec,3 is the accuracy of a system that recommends three activities and is correct when the correct activity is in the set of three recommendations.
Alternatively, in a UI such as Figure 1 where messages could be automatically added to activities, errors in box (B) might be less important than errors in box (C), under the assumption that a user could easily remove extraneous messages from an activity, but would find it difficult to locate "lost" messages that are not associated with any activity.
In a more extreme case, if a user comes to depend on an activity inbox view (Figure 2 ) to be notified of new happenings on his activities, then failing to categorize an incoming message as part of one of those activities could be disastrous. On the other hand, miscategorizing a message as belonging to one activity when it actually belongs to another seems to be less critical, because once a user has been notified of the incoming message, he can correct the system's classification to place it in the correct activity.
The recognition accuracy of a system, Accrcg, measures how useful it is at classifying messages into activities. It depends on the system's performance on both messages that do belong to an activity, and messages that are not part of an activity. We define recognition accuracy as Accrcg = A+D A+B+C+D+E . However, the accuracy does not necessarily reflect the true usefulness of a system. We also measure the precision P rec = which is a combined precision/recall number that decreases the weight of no-activity examples and emphasizes the system's performance on positive examples based on the parameter β. In our experiments we set β = 3. We believe that F is a more representative measure of the quality of a user's experience with a recognition system since it favors activity completeness over accuracy. This reflects the higher user cost of missing activity messages rather than viewing several extra messages.
We use two baselines for evaluation of our methods. The first is the use of message threads to identify activity membership. For each message marked as being part of an activity, all subsequent replies or follow-ups to that message are also labeled as belonging to that activity. This is the method used, for example, in Bellotti's Taskmaster system [3] . We also compare against an updatable naïve Bayes classifier, used by many prior systems for email classification.
In order to verify that our results are not specific to the particular ordering of messages in our corpus, in several of our experiments we report average results over a number of runs with randomized message ordering. There may be content within the sequence of messages in an activity that is time-dependent. Therefore, we randomized the order in which activities occurred in the dataset, while preserving the original ordering of the messages within an activity.
SIMOVERLAP AND SIMSUBSET
Our first algorithm for email activity classification takes advantage of the observation that activities tend to involve specific people with specific roles, which is manifested in the fact that messages are exchanged between different people during the activity. For a message M , let ppl(M ) denote the set of all people (i.e., distinct email addresses) in the To, From, and CC fields of M . We generalize ppl from messages to activities by defining ppl(A) = S M ∈A ppl(M ). Given this model, we can define the similarity between an activity A and a message M . We have experimented with several different similarity metrics. The first is symmetric, based on the overlap between the people in the activity and the people in the message:
This metric is 0 when there is no overlap between the people in the activity and the message, and is 1 when the set of people in the activity is identical to the people in the message. Since the user who received the message is (by definition) a recipient of every message and also belongs to every activity under consideration, we remove the user from both ppl(A) and ppl(M ) before computing this metric.
A second metric uses the observation that some messages related to an activity may be exchanged with only a subset of members in the activity. This metric calculates the fraction of people in the message that belong to the activity:
As before, we remove the current user from the activity and the message when calculating this metric. This metric is 0 when the message is not addressed to anyone in the activity, and 1 when all the people addressed by the message are part of the same activity. Compared to SimOverlap however, SimSubset does not decrease when a message is not addressed to all the people in an activity, which matches our informal observations of activity-oriented messaging. We hypothesize that SimSubset will perform better than SimOverlap at email activity classification.
We also experiment with different thresholds, so that if the similarity is not above a certain threshold, the system does not make any prediction. No prediction is considered equivalent to predicting the null activity.
Evaluation: recommendation
We begin by evaluating the person-based algorithms on the recommendation task (predicting the top N activities given a message, for N=1 and N=3, and determining whether the correct activity is in the list). In this task, we assume that the user is only interested in the system's predictions for messages that truly belong to an activity, and that for no-activity messages, the user will simply ignore the system's recommendations with no ill effect. Thus we designed the experiment as follows.
For each message that belongs to an activity, use the current model to predict up to N activities. If the correct activity label is in this list, then count this example as correct. Train the activity model with this message, and repeat on the next message that belongs to an activity. The accuracy of the system is the fraction of correct messages out of the total number of activity-labelled messages.
We compare the person-based models against two baseline approaches: threading and a naïve Bayes classifier. The threading approach uses the in-reply-to field in message headers to group together messages in a thread. If a message is a reply to a previous message, then predict the activity to which the previous message belonged, otherwise predict the null activity. As Threading cannot predict more than one activity, we only report results for the N=1 experiment.
We used an updateable (online) naïve Bayes classifier from the Weka [24] toolkit. For features we produced a stemmed version of the message body using a Porter stemmer [18] . In addition, we also provided features from the message header, including the subject and people who sent and received the message. This provided the classifier with the information available to our other methods. We ran each test 14 times using a randomized message ordering as explained above. Table 2 shows the results of this experiment for the personbased activity models. On this recommendation task, the SimSubset metric clearly produces higher accuracy than the SimOverlap metric, as we expected. Surprisingly, the top-1 and top-3 figures are quite similar. We interpret this as meaning that, at least within this data set, the set of people is a fairly good indicator of the activity, and where any match exists, the person-based activity model will make the correct prediction. However, an investigation of the data reveals that in many cases, the set of people in an activity changes over time, which causes a person-based activity model's accuracy to decrease. For instance, in one of the activities involving ordering a piece of equipment, the activity started out with just the employee and a manager, but then expanded over time to include the site equipment manager, a procurement specialist, the manufacturer, a reseller, and Table 3 : Recognition results for person-based models, on the original message ordering. Naïve Bayes results based on 14 randomized runs with oversampling. P rec is the precision, Rec is the recall, F is the F-measure with β = 3.
an automated workflow system. One limitation of personbased models is that they will not perform well on activities whose membership changes dramatically over time.
Evaluation: recognition
The recognition task is more challenging because the system must distinguish between messages that are part of an activity, and messages that are not. In this experiment, we train the system on all messages, not only messages that are part of an activity. No-activity messages are treated as belonging to the null activity. The model is allowed to predict any previously-seen activity or the null activity. The SimOverlap and SimSubset models output the null activity when there is no matching activity whose score is higher than the specified threshold.
To optimize the naïve Bayes classifier for F , we oversampled the activity messages. Instead of training on each activity message once, the classifier trained on each activity message M times while training on no-activity messages only once. The result was a more balanced dataset and an improved F -measure. We varied M to produce the optimal oversampling amount; F increased as M increased. We selected an optimal M = 60 for our baseline comparison. Table 3 shows the results for the person-based models on this recognition task. Although according to the Accrcg metric the SimOverlap methods perform best, examination of the raw numbers reveals that the SimOverlap methods actually perform very poorly at correctly categorizing activity messages into activities (cell D). The high accuracy is primarily due to the fact that they correctly categorize noactivity messages as belonging to the null activity (cell A).
In contrast, the F metric decreases the importance of no-activity messages and provides a more accurate metric of how useful these models would be in an actual activity recognition system. As expected, SimSubset models perform better using this metric than either SimOverlap, Threading or naïve Bayes. The dramatic difference between naïve Bayes and our methods shows the difference between standard foldering and our email activity classification research.
As SimSubset 0.5's recall is better than SimOverlap or SimSubset with higher thresholds, we chose it as the representative person-based algorithm for the rest of the paper.
SIMCONTENT
While some activities consist of distinct sets of people, it is often the case that the same set of people may collaborate on multiple activities. For instance, a team of coworkers may work together on an IUI submission, while simultaneously preparing the next release of their software into product. Alternatively, as discussed above, the people involved in an activity may change over time. Person-based activity recognition approaches will break down in both of these situations. However, we hypothesize that there is still a common thread in the content of these messages. Thus, our second activity classification algorithm incorporates information about the textual content of messages using a variant of latent semantic indexing [2, 6] .
Our SimContent algorithm is based on the observation that messages in an activity tend to concern similar topics. Hence, if message M1 addresses the same topics as another message M2 and M2 is associated with activity A, then it is likely that M1 is also associated with activity A.
To determine message similarity, we use an algorithm based on latent semantic indexing (LSI). Unlike traditional bag-of-words models and similarity metrics that are based on how many words two documents share in common, LSI projects documents onto a reduced-dimensionality subspace, and computes similarity as the distance between two document vectors in the reduced subspace. The intent of subspace projection is to capture concepts inherent in similar documents, such that each dimension in the subspace corresponds to a different concept in the document corpus.
We use LSI to classify emails into activities as follows. Assume that the user has labelled all activity-related email received thus far (and that unlabelled messages are implicitly labelled with the null activity). Build an LSI index containing all message documents seen thus far. On receipt of a new incoming message, compute its similarity to all documents in the index, and output a ranked list of documents and their corresponding scores. Apply activity labels to the documents in order to produce a ranked list of activities. Given this ranked list, we formulated a number of metrics for producing a ranked list of activities most similar to a given message:
• Top N: output the first N unique activity labels.
• Weighted score (P, N): for the P most similar documents, group them by activity label. Add up the scores for all documents in each activity, and output the N activities with the highest score.
In our experiments, the weighted-score metric with P = 5 resulted in the highest performance on the recognition task, so we have used that metric for all further experiments.
One improvement to LSI, iterative residual rescaling (IRR) [2] , purports to improve LSI's performance when the document corpus contains a non-uniform distribution of document topics. This distribution is probably an accurate characterization of activity-oriented email; based on our evaluation dataset, for example, 88% of email does not belong to any activity, whereas the remaining 12% is unevenly distributed over 27 different activities. Thus we hypothesize that IRR will do better than LSI at the recognition task. Table 4 shows the results for the recommendation task for SimContent. Because the LSI and IRR classifiers take significant amounts of time to train, we report results only on the original message ordering of the dataset. Both LSI and IRR perform better than our baselines. Surprisingly, IRR does not perform better than LSI. We hypothesize that this is because for the recommendation task, the size of topics is relatively uniform (between 1-38 messages), and thus IRR's advantages in handling unevenlysized topics are not relevant here. Table 5 shows the results for SimContent on the recognition task, using the weighted-score metric (P = 5) for calculating the most likely activity. Again, the results are reported only for the original message ordering.
Evaluation: recommendation

Evaluation: recognition
LSI and IRR produce nearly the same results on this problem. Compared to Threading, LSI and IRR are less precise but have higher recall, indicating that they can more often correctly identify messages as being part of an activity than Threading. This is reflected in the higher F-measure score for LSI and IRR compared to Threading. For an activity management system where it is more important that a message is identified as part of an activity than to have it be correctly classified into the right activity, we believe that the SimContent algorithms are an improvement over the baseline Threading method.
COMBINED MODEL
While our SimSubset and SimContent methods perform better than the baseline Threading and naïve Bayes methods, we wanted to improve the system's performance on the recognition task even further. We observed that it was often the case that when two base methods agreed on an activity label, it was likely to be correct. This observation led us to try a simple voting approach: for each message, generate the results of all three base methods. If the method fails to make a prediction, predict the null activity. Give each resulting prediction one vote; the final prediction is the label with the most votes, choosing randomly in case of ties. We selected as our three base learners Threading, SimSubset 0.5 and IRR weighted-score (N=5). Table 6 shows the results of applying this voting method to the three base learners, over 14 different randomized message orderings. The combined Voting algorithm is able to match the Threading method's accuracy, increasing the recall to nearly the level of SimSubset, and having a precision somewhat in between SimContent and Threading. Thus overall, Voting receives the highest F-measure score, indicating that its performance is superior to that of any of the individual base methods on the email activity classification problem. Since our methods achieved an accuracy of close to 95% for the recommendation task, we did not attempt to create a combined approach for recommendation as well. One concern is that the performance of a system would be very high in the early stages, when there is a small number of activities to predict, and then degrade over time as the number of activities increases. However, we have found that despite the difficulty of this problem, our combined approach manages to achieve a fairly consistent performance over the course of the dataset. Figure 4 shows the dynamic behavior of the F-measure for several randomized orderings as a function of the number of training messages.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have investigated two different approaches to the problem of email activity classification, based on the people involved in an activity and the contents of messages in the activity. We have shown empirically that the SimSubset and SimContent algorithms perform better on our dataset than the baseline approach of message threading and a naïve Bayes classifier, and that a combined model that votes together the predictions of all three base learners performs better than any invididual learner alone.
Furthermore, our results demonstrate that email activity classification is a very difficult problem. For the recommendation task, a naïve Bayes classifier, a standard approach to classification tasks, is unable to correctly identify the activity with 3 guesses half the time. Threading, the most common approach, correctly recommends the right activity less than 60% of the time. Such poor performance makes it difficult to implement the interfaces that we envision. In contrast, our methods produce an accurate suggestion 94% of the time. The recognition task proved to be even more challenging since the activity related messages are only a small fraction of the total messages. Where the best baseline methods performed with an F-measure of 0.60, our combined method achieved 0.81. In practice, our system can automatically populate activities with email such that more than 80% of the relevant messages are automatically identified. The accuracy of our methods allows for the development of a useful and accurate activity management system.
There are many directions for future work. Our first priority is to evaluate our algorithms on a wider variety of activity-labelled email to verify that our results generalize to a variety of users and their activities. We also imagine many ways of improving the algorithms discussed here. For example, we plan to investigate the use of more sophisticated metalearning techniques beyond mere voting in order to improve the performance of the overall system. McCallum et al [14] associates links in a social network graph with topics, perhaps allowing for richer interaction between our content and person based methods. We also plan to investigate new base learners, based on features such as temporal locality of activities, more sophisticated social network analysis, and the use of text analytics to extract better features from message content.
In the more general sense, this work is just a first step towards a broader vision of activity-based computing. Our ultimate goal is to infer the structure and characteristics of those activities from the messages (and other artifacts) that make up the activity, in order to provide people tools to manage their activities more effectively.
